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The distorted wave Born approximation~DWBA! method has been successfully used in modeling
the acoustic backscattering by weakly scattering zooplankton@Stantonet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
94, 3463–3472~1993!, Wiebeet al., IEEE J. Ocean. Eng.22~3!, 445–464~1997!#. However, the
previously developed DWBA model ignores the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude and thus
results in a zero-extinction cross section. As a consequence, the model fails to predict the
scattering-induced attenuation which could be important under certain circumstances. In this paper,
a phase-compensated DWBA-based approximation is presented. The improved method allows us to
compute not only the scattering strength but also the acoustic attenuation. The new scattering model
is validated by comparing with the existing exact solution for certain representative finite objects.
The results from this study can be applied to bioacoustic applications where the attenuation due to
scattering and/or multiple scattering by zooplankton is relevant, and where this information might
be used to infer the acoustic properties of live animals. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00410-5#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Xm, 43.30.Gr, 43.20.Fn@DLB#
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INTRODUCTION

Mathematical modeling of the acoustical scattering
individual zooplankton has evolved from the simplest sph
model1 to the recent distorted wave Born approximati
~DWBA!,2,3 which is capable of describing the acoustic sc
tering by arbitrarily shaped inhomogeneous scatterers.
DWBA model has been successfully applied to both labo
tory and shipboard experimental data,3,4 as well as field
data.5 However, when the scattering-induced attenuation
noticeable and cannot be ignored, such as in the cas
scattering by densely aggregated zooplankton, the con
tional DWBA fails to describe the scattering characteristi
To illustrate this, consider a plane wave propagating thro
a random medium as shown in Fig. 1. The attenuat
through the medium can be described in terms of the ext
tion cross sectionse(p):6

I s~z!5I 0e2zE
p
rpse~p!dp , ~1!

whereI 0 is the original acoustic intensity atz50 while I s is
the observed intensity atz. r(p) is the number of scatterer
in a unit volume with parameterp referring to the properties
of the aggregated scatterers. According to the forwa
scattering theorem,7 the extinction cross sectionse(p) can
be expressed in terms of the imaginary part of the scatte
amplitude in the forward direction as

a!Electronic mail: dchu@whoi.edu
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wherek is the acoustic wave number of the incident wave
the surrounding medium, andf p(0̂) is the forward-scattering
amplitude of the individual scatterer with parameterp. Equa-
tion ~2! indicates that the extinction cross sectionse is pro-
portional to the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude
the forward direction. However, because of its inherent d
ciency, the DWBA fails to predict the imaginary part of th
scattering amplitude even for some regularly shaped tar
such as spheres. To overcome this shortcoming, a mod
DWBA model is proposed in this paper, which adds a he
ristic phase compensation term. The phase-compens
DWBA solution is able to estimate the extinction cross s
tion using the aforementioned forward-scattering theore
The paper is organized in the following way. Section
briefly reviews the Born and DWBA models, while Sec.
provides the theoretical development of the pha
compensated DWBA model. In Sec. III, the results deriv
in Sec. II are extended to a more general case and then
plied to zooplankton scattering. Simulation results are p
sented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn
Sec. VI.

I. BORN APPROXIMATION „BA … AND DISTORTED
WAVE BORN APPROXIMATION „DWBA …

Before introducing the Born approximation~BA! and
distorted wave Born approximation~DWBA!, consider a unit
plane wave,eik•r, impinging on a volumetric foreign body
1732106(4)/1732/12/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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~scatterer!, V, whose acoustic properties are different fro
those of the surrounding medium. The integral equation r
resentation of the scattering by such a volume is given b6

pscat5E
V
@k2gkPint~r0!G~r ur0!

1gr¹Pint~r0!•¹G~r ur0!#dv0 , ~3!

wherePint(r0) andG(r ur0) are internal field and free-spac
Green’s function, respectively, withr0 representing the po
sition vector within the volumeV. gk andgr are defined as

gk5
k12k

k1
5

12gh2

gh2 , gr5
r12r

r1
5

g21

g
, ~4!

wherek51/rc2 is the compressibility and the subscript ‘‘1
refers to the inhomogeneous volume,r andc are respectively
density and sound speed in the surrounding mediumg
5r1 /r and h5c1 /c are density and sound-speed contra
of the inhomogeneous volume to the surrounding mediu
respectively. Since the internal fieldPint is unknown, the
exact scattering field has to be obtained by solving the in
gral equation. In reality, most scatterers have comp
shapes with inhomogeneous acoustic properties within t
bodies; it is nearly impossible to obtain exact solutions
scattering by such objects. Approximation schemes hav
be resorted to in order to estimate the acoustic scatte
response. In particular, if the internal field in Eq.~3! can be
represented by an analytical function, the integral equa
reduces to an integral that can be evaluated directly.

A. Born approximation

For weakly scatteringg'1 and h'1, which are the
cases for most zooplankton applications, one of the co
monly used approximations is the well-known Born appro
mation~BA!.8 In the BA, the internal fieldPint(r0) in Eq. ~3!
is replaced with the incident field,eiki•r0, since it is very
close to the incident field with the absence of scatterers.
evaluate the performance of the BA, we compare it with
exact solutions for backscattering by a fluid sphere. The s
tering geometry is shown in Fig. 2, whereus5180° for
backscattering. Substituting approximate internal fi
Pint(r0)5eiki•r0 into Eq. ~3! and using the free-spac
Green’s function

G~r ur0!5eikur2r0u/4pur2r0u

'eikre2 iks•r0/4pr , for ur u@ur0u,

whereuk i u5uksu5k, we obtain

FIG. 1. Scattering by a cloud of randomly distributed fluid scatterers du
a plane incident wave.
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pscat
BA 5

eikr

r

k2

4p E
V
~gk1 k̂s• k̂igr!ei ~ki2ks!•r0dv0

5
eikr

r
f scat

BA , ~5!

where the symbol ‘ ‘̂ ’ ’ stands for the unit vector,f scat
BA is the

scattering amplitude based on the BA and is found to
@Appendix,~A22!#

f scat
BA ~us!5k2a3~gk1gr cosus!

j 1~2ka sin~us/2!!

2ka sin~us/2!
, ~6!

where j 1(x) is the spherical Bessel function of order 1 a
the scattering angleus is the angle between the incident an
scattering directions depicted in Fig. 2. The comparison
the backscattering (us5180°) between the exact partia
wave~modal series! solution9 and the BA with different den-
sity and sound-speed contrastsg andh is given in Fig. 3. To
make the results more representative, we have plotted
scattering form functionf ` ~a dimensionless function! in-
stead of the scattering amplitude. Since for a finite object
form function and the scattering amplitude are different o
by a scaling constant,a/2 for a sphere, the term ‘‘scatterin
amplitude’’ will be used for discussing scattering while th
form function will be used for plotting. Three observation
can be found by inspecting Fig. 3:~1! for ka!1, BA pro-
vides very good fits in all cases. This is because when
acoustic wavelength is much longer than the object dim
sion, the internal field is essentially the same as that w
the scatterer is absent;~2! the phase difference increases
sound-speed contrasth and ka increase. This is due to th
fact that the phase difference is directly related to the tra
time difference determined by the sound-speed contrast
has a larger impact aska increases;~3! the amplitude differ-
ence increases withg andh but maintains a regular oscilla
tory pattern over the entireka range. This phenomenon i
expected since largerg and h imply stronger scattering
hence, the weak scattering assumption, on which the BA
based, may be violated.

B. Distorted wave born approximation

Apparently, the BA cannot provide satisfactory resu
even for a moderateka. It can be shown that the amplitud
mismatch is due to the exclusion of higher-order inter
waves ~multiple bounces within the scatterer!. Since the
characteristics of the higher-order scattering strongly dep
on the shape and orientation of the scatterer, as well as

to
FIG. 2. Geometry of the bistatic scattering by a sphere.us50° for forward
scattering andus5180° for backscattering.
1733D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the back
scattering form function (us5180°) of
a fluid sphere between the exact sol
tion and the Born approximation~BA!
with different combinations of the
density and sound-speed contrasts~g
and h!. The solid lines are computed
from the exact solution~Ref. 9! and
the dashed lines are computed fro
Eq. ~6!.
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scattering geometry, it is very difficult to account for th
amplitude mismatch. The phase mismatch, however, is
sentially due to the sound-speed contrast and the scatte
dimension in the direction of the incident wave, and is re
tively easy to characterize. The distorted wave Born appro
mation ~DWBA! is introduced to compensate such a pha
mismatch. Mathematically, the DWBA replaces the inter
field Pint(k0) with the same function form as in the BA, bu
further replaces the wave vectork i in the phase byk1 , rep-
resenting a distorted wave. In addition, a correspond
modification of the free-space Green’s function is includ
For such a distorted Green’s function, the wave number in
exponential within the inhomogeneous volume isuksu5k1

5k/h. With these modifications, the scattering amplitude
ing the DWBA can be expressed as

f scat
DWBA~u0!5

k1
2

4p E
V
~h2gk1 k̂i• k̂sgr!ei ~ki2ks!•r0dv

5k1
2a3~h2gk1gr cosus!

3F j 1~2k1a sin~us/2!!

2k1a sin~us/2! G . ~7!

The only major difference between Eq.~6! and Eq.~7! is that
1734 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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the wave numbersk8 s in the square-bracketed term are r
placed byk18 s. Although uk1u'k for weakly scattering, a
slight change fromk to k1 in the argument of the spherica
Bessel function gives rise to a significant difference in t
frequency response of the scattering, especially for largeka.
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the exact solu
and the DWBA for backscattering (us5180°). In Fig. 4, all
simulation parameters are kept the same as in Fig. 3. Cle
the phase difference has been greatly reduced. For the
of the weak scattering,g and h are close to unity (g5h
51.01; the agreement between the exact solution and
DWBA is nearly perfect. Because of its inherent advanta
the DWBA is able to describe the scattering by objects w
complex shapes, orientations, and inhomogeneous mat
properties, and has been successfully applied to the zo
lankton scattering.2–5

II. PHASE-COMPENSATED DWBA

Careful inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that for a weak
scattering object, the modulus of the scattering amplitu
computed from the DWBA agrees reasonably well with t
exact solution. Since Eq.~7! provides only the real part o
the scattering amplitude, it indicates that the real compon
1734D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the back
scattering form function (us5180°) of
a fluid sphere between the exact sol
tion and the distorted wave Born ap
proximation ~DWBA! with different
combinations of the density and
sound-speed contrasts~g and h!. The
solid lines are computed from the ex
act solution~Ref. 9! and the dashed
lines are computed from Eq.~7!.
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of the scattering amplitude dominates the scattering proc
while the imaginary component is much smaller and is
nored in the DWBA model. For the forward scattering,k i

5ks , the integrand termei (ki2ks) in both Eq.~5! and Eq.~7!
is equal to 1, and the resultant scattering amplitu
f scat

DWBA(0), regardless of the shape and orientation of the
ject, is always a real function. For the bistatic scattering,
imaginary part is canceled out due to the symmetric gem
of a sphere. Clearly, in its present form, the DWBA cann
predict the scattering-induced attenuation characterized
the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude used in
~2!. For a general 3-D scattering problem, it is not easy
least not obvious, to find a complex scattering amplitu
representation which is capable of describing both modu
and phase reasonably well.

Without losing generality, we start with the simplest 1-
problem as shown in Fig. 5: an infinite medium containing
finite homogeneous layer with a thickness of 2H. First, we
use the DWBA method to derive a solution for this 1-
problem. Under DWBA, the internal fieldPint(z0) and its
Green’s functionG(zuz0) can be expressed as

Pint~z0!5eik1z0, G~zuz0!5
i

2k
e6 ik1uz02zu, ~8!
1735 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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where6 signs correspond toz0.z andz0,z, respectively.
By substituting Eq.~8! into the original integral Eq.~3!, the
backscattering and forward scattering can easily be obta
by integrating Eq.~3! directly,

FIG. 5. Geometry of scattering by a homogeneous fluid layer. The incid
wave is a plane wave. The boundaries of the layer are located atz52H1

andz5H2 , respectively. The thickness of the layer is 2H.
1735D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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DWBA52

h

4
~h2gk2gr!e2 i2k1H1~12ei4k1H!e2 ikz

' 1
2~Dh1Dg!e2 i2k1H1~12ei4k1H!e2 ikz, ~9!

pfwd
DWBA52 ihkH~h2gk1gr!eikz'2 iDhkHeikz, ~10!

whereh5c1 /c and g5r1 /r are the sound-speed and de
sity contrasts, respectively.Dh5h21 andDg5g21 are the
deviations of the sound-speed and density contrasts f
unity.

Now, consider the exact solution. It is easy to show t
the exact solutions for backscattered~reflected! and forward
scattered~transmitted–incident! fields are

pbs
EXACT5Re2 i2kH1

~12ei4k1H!e2 ikz

12R2ei4k1H , ~11!

pfwd
EXACT5Tei2~k12k!H

~12R!eikz

12R2ei4k1H2eikz, ~12!

where R and T are reflection and transmission coefficien
defined as

R5
gh21

gh11
, T5

2gh

gh11
. ~13!

It is not yet obvious to directly see the differences b
tween the exact and the DWBA solutions. To relate the t
results, we take the advantage of the weak scattering ass
tion: g'1 andh'1, which leads toR!1, T'1. With some
straightforward mathematical manipulations, we obtain

pbs
EXACT' 1

2~Dh1Dg!e2 i2kH1~12ei4k1H!e2kz

5eiFbspbs
DWBA

~14!
pfwd

EXACT'2 iDhk~12 iDhk1H !eikz

'2 iDhke2 iDhk1Heikz5eiF fwdpfwd
DWBA,

where the two phase terms are

Fbs522Dhk1H1 , F fwd52Dhk1H. ~15!

The amplitudes computed from both exact and the DW
models are about the same, but their phases differ by fac
of 22Dhk1H1 and2Dhk1H for the backscattering and for
ward scattering, respectively. If we choose the center of
layer as the origin, i.e.,H15H, Eqs.~15! can be formulated
in a more general form,

F1d52@11sin~us/2!#Dhk1H, ~16!

whereus is the scattering angle~angle between incident an
scattering directions!, us50° for forward scattering, andus

5180° for backscattering. The factorF1d is the compen-
sated phase.

For a three-dimensional finite object, the phase comp
sation becomes more complicated. Let us consider the
of a sphere. Because of the finite dimension and the cur
surface, the analytical solution, unlike the 1-D case, is a s
mation of an infinite series of partial waves~modes! involv-
ing Bessel and Legendre functions and is difficult to mani
late mathematically. However, we may utilize the res
derived for the one-dimensional case. We take the follow
1736 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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heuristic approach: first, transform the 3-D problem to
quasi-1-D problem, then seek an approximate phase com
sation term similar to Eq.~16!. To do this, in the incident
direction we squeeze the sphere from both ends into a cy
der whose cylindrical radius isa, while keeping the volume
and the maximum geometric cross section unchanged a
lustrated in Fig. 6. The backscattering and the forward s
tering from such an equal volume cylinder can be appro
mately regarded as a quasi-1-D problem whenka@1
~wavelengthl!a). The equivalent thickness of the cylinde
is found to beHeq52a/3. If we choose the center of th
sphere of radiusa as the origin of the coordinates, followin
Eq. ~16!, we obtain the quasi-1-D phase compensation fo
sphere,

Fsphere52 2
3@11sin~us/2!#Dhk1a, ~17!

where scattering angleus is defined in Fig. 2. Substituting
the phase compensation term Eq.~17! into the original
DWBA solution Eq. ~7!, we obtain a phase-compensat
DWBA representation of the scattering by a weakly scatt
ing fluid sphere

f scat
PC-DWBA~us ,ka!

5k1
2a3~h2gk1gr cosus!

j 1~2k1a sin~us/2!!

2k1a sin~us/2!

3e2 i2/3@11sin~us/2!#Dhk1a. ~18!

Note that the above equation is applicable not only
the forward scattering and backscattering, but also to a m
general bistatic scattering problem.

To validate this approach, the above solution is co
pared with the exact solution. Figure 7 shows the compari
between the exact solution based on the Anderson’s fl
sphere model9 ~solid! and the phase-compensated DWB
solution~dashed! given by Eq.~18!. It is found that both real
and imaginary components of the scattering amplitude ag
with the exact solution reasonably well. The sound-spe
and density contrasts,h, g, used in the comparison are bo
1.04. For zooplankton applications,h51.04 andg51.04 are
considered to be quite reasonable.4,10,11Because of the nature
of the DWBA, it is expected that smallerh andg will give a
better fit, while largerh andg will degrade the agreement.

It is obvious that the simple phase compensation
~17! basically captures the phase of the scattering amplit
well. More importantly, the phase-compensated DWBA

FIG. 6. Schematic of an equal volume cylinder as an approximate
sphere, where the cylindrical radius is the same as the radius of the ori
spherea and the geometric cylindrical cross section in the direction
incident ispa2.
1736D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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FIG. 7. Comparison of bistatic scatter
ing form function of a fluid sphere be-
tween the exact solution and th
phase-compensated DWBA solution
The solid lines are computed from th
exact solution~Ref. 9! and the dashed
lines are computed from Eq.~18!. The
simulation parameters areg5h
51.04. us50° for forward scattering
andus5180° for backscattering.
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now capable of predicting the scattering-induced attenua
when used in describing propagation problems.

III. APPLICATIONS TO ZOOPLANKTON

Although many marine animals such as copepods,
important zooplankton class, have been successfully m
eled as spheres in predicting the biomass distributions,12,13

many marine organisms have elongated shapes and
been successfully modeled as deformed cylinders for b
laboratory experiments and field applications.2–5 However,
these models are restricted to the backscattering case an
not able to predict any scattering-induced attenuation.

In the previous section, we have presented the ph
compensated DWBA solution for a fluid sphere. To make
more general, we model the elongated marine organism
prolate spheroids. First, we need to find the DWBA rep
sentation of the bistatic scattering by performing a 3-D in
gral of Eq.~7!. For a broadside incidence of a plane wave
a fluid prolate spheroid shown in Fig. 8~a!, the DWBA solu-
tion is @Appendix, Eq.~A20!#
1737 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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f scat
DWBA~us ,ka,e!5k1

2a3e~h2gk1gr cosus!

3
j 1~k1aF~us ,e!!

k1aF~us ,e!
,

~19!
F~us ,e!5A~12cosus!

21e2 sin2 us,

wheree5b/a.1 is the aspect ratio of the prolate sphero
and a and b are its semiminor and semimajor axes, resp
tively. For e51, Eq. ~19! reduces to Eq.~7!. Clearly, Eq.
~19! has only the real part. To obtain the imaginary part
the scattering amplitude, we have to seek a phase com
sation term as in the previous sphere case. One possible
lution would be simply following the procedures that lead
the phase compensation term for the sphere case by squ
ing the scatter in the direction of the incident wave wh
maintaining the volume (V54/3pa2b) and leaving the
maximum geometric cross section in that directionS
5pab) unchanged. The equivalent thickness of such
quasi-1-D problem would beHeq52a/3. However, because
of the complicated nature of the scattering problem,
above solution does not provide the best result. For a pro
spheroid, the curvature on the surface is not a const
1737D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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squeezing the prolate spheroid along the minor axis~direc-
tion of incidence! while keeping the maximum geometr
cross section unchanged can be regarded as only usi
constant radius of curvature,a. To overcome such a defi
ciency, the concept of the equivalent spherical radius co
monly used in describing the scattering by irregular-sha
objects can be used, and is shown in Fig. 8~b!. Since the
equivalent spherical radiusaesr5ae1/3 is betweena and b,
using aesr implies using an average radius of curvature b
tween a and b. The resultant equivalent thickness for th
quasi-1-D problem is then found to be

Heq5
2aesr

3
5

2~a2b!1/3

3
5

2a

3
e1/3. ~20!

As a result, the phase compensation term for a fl
prolate spheroid can be obtained by replacingH in Eq. ~16!
with Heq given by Eq.~20!

Fspheroid52 2
3@11sin~us/2!#Dhk1ae1/35e1/3Fsphere.

~21!

By combining Eq.~19! with Eq. ~21!, the complete so-
lution for a prolate spheroid can be expressed as

f scat
PC-DWBA~us ,ka,e!

5k1
2a3e~h2gk1gr cosus!

j 1~k1aF~us ,e!!

k1aF~us ,e!

3e2 i2/3@11sin~us/2!#Dhk1ae1/3
. ~22!

Note that the above solution reduces to the sphere c
Eq. ~18!, if e51. The comparison of the phase-compensa
DWBA solution with the exact modal series solution for

FIG. 8. Scattering by a prolate spheroid.~a! Geometry of bistatic scattering
subject to a plane wave for a broadside incidence.us50° for forward scat-
tering andus5180° for backscattering.~b! Schematic of conversion from a
prolate spheroid to an equivalent sphere of equal volume.
1738 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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broadside incidence is shown in Fig. 9, where the den
and sound-speed contrasts are both chosen to be 1.04
the aspect ratioe is 5. The exact solution is based on th
result from Ref. 14. Apparently, the agreement is, in gene
very promising given the fact that only a simple phase te
is added. Both real and imaginary parts are described rea
ably well by the phase-compensated representation, not
for monostatic scattering but also for bistatic scattering.

For objects with more complicated shapes such as zo
lankton, the quasi-1-D approach may still work reasona
well provided that the scattering is weak. To show this,
express a general representation of the acoustic scatterin
an arbitrarily shaped target as

f scat
EXACT5u f scat

EXACTueif, ~23!

where the phasef is in general a function of the shape
orientation, and the material properties of the scatterer.
weakly scattering, the DWBA can predict the absolute va
~module! of the complex scattering amplitude very well, i.e

u f scat
EXACTu'u f scat

DWBAu. ~24!

It is reasonable to assume that the dependence off on
density contrast~g! is very weak and can be ignored; th
phase term can be then be expressed as the Taylor s
expansion in terms ofDh, sound-speed contrast deviatio
from unity,

eif5expS i (
j 51

`

a jDhj D 5 (
n50

`
i n

n! S (j 51

`

a jDhj D n

, ~25!

wherea j is the coefficient to be determined by the scatter
geometry. For weakly scattering,a jDhj!1, Eq.~25! can be
approximated by the first two terms,

eif'11 ia1Dh. ~26!

This is the first-order perturbation solution of the phas
compensated DWBA and is consistent with Eqs.~18! and
~22! by setting a1522/3@11sin(u/2)#k1a and a1

522/3@11sin(u/2)#k1ae1/3, respectively.
In the case of the forward scattering, which is crucial

studying the scattering-induced attenuation@see Eq.~2!#, it
can be shown that the real part off scat

DWBA is independent of
the shape and orientation of the scatterer, and depends
on its volume. By letting the scattering angleu→0, in both
Eqs.~7! and ~19!, we arrive at

f scat
DWBA~0,ka!5

k1
2V

4p
~h2gk1gr!, ~27!

for both sphere and prolate spheroid cases. To obtain
above equation, we have used the propertiy of the sphe
Bessel function

lim
x→0

j 1~x!

x
5

1

3
. ~28!

It is reasonable to further assume that the imaginary p
of the scattering amplitude is also independent of the sh
and orientation. In other words, for the forward scatterin
the solution would be the same for objects with differe
shapes and/or orientations as long as the total volume is
1738D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the bistatic
scattering form function of a fluid
spheroid between the exact solutio
and the phase-compensated DWB
solution. The solid lines are compute
from the exact solution~Ref. 14! and
the dashed lines are computed fro
Eq. ~22!. a and b are semiminor and
semimajor axes of the prolate sphe
oid, respectively. The simulation pa
rameters areg5h51.04, and the as-
pect ratio ise55.
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the same. The quasi-1-D approach is basically using the
cept of ‘‘equal volume.’’

In contrast, for a general bistatic scattering,a j is a func-
tion of the shape and orientation of the scatterer, resultin
possible larger errors~compared to the forward scattering!,
but might not be unacceptable giving the condition of wea
scattering~see Fig. 9!. The quantitative evaluation of suc
errors would involve tremendous numerical efforts and w
not be discussed here.

Before applying the theory to evaluate the scatteri
induced attenuation, according to the forward-scatter
theorem given by Eq.~2!, we need to first understand ho
the complex forward-scattering amplitude depends on v
ous parameters. For simplicity, the sphere model will be u
in the following analysis. Figure 10 shows how the scatter
amplitude changes as sound-speed and density con
change. The exact solution is based on the Anderson’s fl
sphere model.9 It is found that for a fixedDg, the real part of
the scattering amplitude of a fluid sphere depends onDh
almost linearly (̂slope&'0.9), while the imaginary part ap
proximately depends onDh quadratically (̂slope&'1.64).
The slopes marked in the figure are the average slopes o
range ofDh from 0.01 to 0.08. To better understand su
1739 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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functional dependencies, we need to analysis the ph
compensated DWBA model given by Eq.~18!. For forward
scattering,us50, Eq. ~18! reduces to

f scat
PC-DWBA~0,ka!5

k1
2a3

3
~h2gk1gr!e2 i2/3Dhk1a

'2
k1

2V

4p
~2Dh1Dh2!S 12 i

2

3
Dhk1aD ,

~29!

whereV5(4p/3)a3 is the volume of the sphere. In expan
ing the phase term,e2 i2/3Dhk1a, the terms ofDh with orders
higher than 1 have been ignored. As mentioned previou
the forward-scattering amplitude is independent of the sh
orientation, and is proportional to the volume of the scatte
This may be a piece of useful information that can be use
detecting marine animals by forward scatter.

To determine analytically how the real and imagina
parts of the scattering amplitude depend onDh, we assume
the relations can be approximately described by a power l
(Dh)p. The powerp can be determined by finding the slop
on a logarithm plot of the scattering amplitude versusDh,
1739D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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FIG. 10. Scattering form function of a fluid sphere i
the forward directionu50° as a function of sound-
speed contrast deviation (Dh5h21) and density con-
trast deviation (Dg5g21). The computations are
based on the exact modal series solution for a flu
sphere. The solid and dashed lines correspond to
real and the imaginary parts of the scattering form fun
tion, respectively.~a! Real and imaginary parts of the
forward scattering form functions as function ofDh
with fixed Dg50.015 and ka52.0. Since Im(f`)
!Re (f`), the imaginary part has been normalized b
^Dh&; ~b! average slope for real and imaginary parts
forward scattering form functions versusDg. The aver-
age overDh is from 0.01 to 0.08.
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PC-DWBA

ated

gi-
ure
nd-

rom
p5
d ln f scat

d ln Dh
, ~30!

where ln is the natural logarithm andf scatcould be either the
real or imaginary part of the scattering amplitude. In order
apply a logarithmic operation, both real and imaginary co
ponents need to be replaced by their absolute values. F
Eq. ~29!, by applying the chain rule of derivative, we obta
for the real part

pr5
d lnuRe~ f scat

PC-DWBA!u
d ln Dh

5
d lnuRe~ f scat

PC-DWBA!u
dDh

dDh

d ln Dh
,

~31!

5S 1

Dh
1

1

21Dh
2

2

11DhDDh512
3

2
Dh. ~32!

Since Dh varies from 0.01 to 0.08 in the simulation
^Dh&50.045, the average slope or power,pr , is then

^pr&512 3
2^Dh&'0.93. ~33!

Similarly, for the imaginary part of the scattering amplitu
1740 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
o
-
m

pi5
d lnuIm~ f scat !u

d ln Dh

5
d lnuIm~ f scat

PC-DWBA!u
dDh

dDh

d ln Dh
, ~34!

5S 2

Dh
1

1

21Dh
2

3

11DhDDh ~35!

522 5
2Dh, ~36!

hence,

^pi&522 5
2^Dh&'1.89. ~37!

Comparing^pr& and ^pi& in Eqs. ~33! and ~37! with
those computed from the exact solutions given in Fig. 10~a!,
we find that the analysis based on the phase-compens
DWBA model overestimates the powerpr andpi , but with
an error less than 4% for the real part and 16% for the ima
nary part. The mismatch implies a more complicated nat
of the scattering process, which depends not only on sou
speed contrast but also on density contrast. Note that, f
Eqs.~33! and~37!, asDh approaches zero,^pr&→1 ~linear!
and ^pi&→2 ~quadratic!.
1740D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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FIG. 11. Percentage of the scattering intensity (I s /I 0)
observed at distancez shown in Fig. 1 as a function of
volume fraction of scatterers,Fv . The scatterers are
assumed to be randomly distributed identical prola
spheroids. Two different values ofh have been chosen
to show the dependence of attenuation onh. The solid
line corresponds toh51.02 and the dashed line corre
sponds toh51.04, whileDg is held constant at 0.04
The other simulation parameters are: semiminor a
a050.5 mm, aspect ratioe055, acoustic frequency is
500 kHz, sound speed in watercw51500 m/s, the dis-
tance z51.45 cm. Correspondingka and kz are 1.05
and 30.4, respectively. The PDF of the scatterers is c
sen to beP(a,e)5d(a2a0)d(e2e0).
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Figure 10~b! illustrates how average slopes,^pr& and
^pi&, change as density contrast deviation,Dg, changes. As
in Fig. 10~a!, the computations are based on the Anderso
fluid sphere model. Obviously, the slope for the real par
essentially a constant while the slope for the imaginary p
decreases from 2 to 1.1 asDg increases from20.01~a nega-
tive Dg implies a positively buoyant scatterer! to 0.08. This
result is expected since DWBA itself is valid only for weak
scattering objects, i.e., density and sound-speed contrast
close to unity (Dg andDh are close to zeros!.

Including the imaginary part in the scattering amplitud
Eqs.~18! and ~22! are able to predict the scattering-induc
attenuation. Consider a unit plane wave propagation thro
a medium containing densely aggregated animals such a
case shown in Fig. 1. To estimate the acoustic intensity
distancez, we can apply Eq.~1! and the forward-scattering
theory Eq.~2! to compute the scattering-induced attenuati
Assuming the joint size and aspect ratio probability dens
function ~PDF! of the animals isP(a,e), where a is the
equivalent spherical radius. The average extinction cross
tion per unit volume due to the scattering by animals can
expressed as

^se&5
4pn0

k E Im~ f scat
PC-DWBA~0,ka,e!!P~a,e!da de,

~38!

wheren0 is the number of scatterers in a unit volume an

E P~a,e!da de51. ~39!

To evaluate Eq.~38! analytically, we choose the sim
plest case by settingP(a,e)5d(a2a0)d(e2e0), where
d(x) is the Dirac delta function. The intensity atz is then

I s~z!5I 0e2^se&z5I 0e24pfv /k Im~ f scat
PC-DWBA

~0,ka0 ,e0!/V!,
~40!

where fy5n0V is the volume fraction of the animal. Th
imaginary part of the phase-compensated DWBA solut
for a prolate spheroid, Im@f scat

PC-DWBA(0,ka0 ,e0)# is given by
Eq. ~22!. Figure 11 demonstrates the dependence of the
served intensity at locationz on the volume concentrationfy

for two different sound-speed contrasts. The intensity az
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decreases about 1.4% forh51.02 (Dh50.02), and de-
creases about 5.1% forh51.04 (Dh50.04). The decrease in
intensity is nearly quadrupled forDh50.04 as compared to
Dh50.02, an outcome stemming from the approximate q
dratic relation between the extinction cross section andDh
as shown in Fig. 10. The implication of Fig. 11 is that on
we know the volume fractionFy , by measuring the intensity
attenuation, it is possible to infer the material properties
zooplankton whose influence on the acoustical scatterin
significant and has been a very important issue in study
zooplankton acoustics.15

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A phase-compensated DWBA-based model to desc
the bistatic scattering by weakly scattering objects has b
developed. It has been shown that the approximate ph
compensation term is simple, but reasonably character
the general feature of the scattering for both sphere and
late spheroid. One of the major achievements of includin
phase compensation term is that the solution is able to
dict the scattering-induced attenuation, which could be
portant when dealing with densely aggregated zooplankt

From our studies, it is found that the imaginary part
the scattering amplitude is much smaller than the real p
approximately by a factor ofDhka. The dependence of th
scattering amplitude on the material properties of the sca
ers has been investigated. The real part of the scattering
plitude is found to approximately depend onDh linearly,
while the imaginary part is found to approximately depe
on Dh quadratically.

In reality, when the scattering-induced attenuation is n
ticeable, it is more convenient to measure the acoustic in
sity which is directly related to the imaginary part of th
forward scattering amplitude and infer the acoustic prop
ties of the scatterers statistically.
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APPENDIX

By choosing thez-axis coinciding with the major axis o
the prolate spheroid and defining

Cb5h2gk1 k̂i• k̂sgr , ~A1!

which is a constant within the prolate spheroid, the first l
of Eq. ~7! can then be rewritten as

f scat
DWBA5

k1
2

4p E
V
Cbei ~ki2ks!•r 0dv0

5
k1

2Cb

4p E
0

2p

df0E
0

r ~z0!

r0 dr0E
2b

b

ei ~ki2ks!•r 0dz0 ,

~A2!

whereb is the semimajor axis, and

r 05x0x̂1y0ŷ1z0ẑ, r05Ax0
21y0

2,
~A3!

ki2ks5k1~ k̂i2 k̂s!5k1~mx ,my ,mz!,

where

mx5cosf i sinu i2cosfs sinus

my5sinf i sinu i2sinfs sinus ~A4!

mz5cosu i2 cosus ,

with the incident and scattered unit vectorsk̂i andk̂s defined
as

k̂i5cosf i sinu i x̂1sinf i sinu i ŷ1cosu i ẑ
~A5!

k̂s5cosfs sinusx̂1sinfs sinusŷ1cosusẑ.

Using Eqs.~A3!–~A5!, we have

~k i2ks!•r05k1~mxr0 cosf01myr0 sinf01mzz0!

5k1~m rr0 cos~f02f8!1mzz0!, ~A6!

where

f05tan21
y0

x0
,

m r5Amx
21my

2, ~A7!

f85tan21
my

mx
.

Substituting Eq.~A6! into Eq. ~A2!, we have

f scat
DWBA

5
k1

2Cb

4p E
0

2p

eik1mrr0 cos~f02f8!df0

3E
0

r ~z0!

r0 dr0E
2b

b

eik1mzz0dz0 , ~A8!
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5
k1

2Cb

2 E
0

r ~z0!

r0J0~k1m rr0!dr0E
2b

b

eik1mzz0dz0 , ~A9!

5
k1Cb

2m r
E

2b

b

r ~z0!J1~k1m r r ~z0!!eik1mzz0dz0 , ~A10!

whereJ0(x) andJ1(x) are Bessel functions of order 0 and
respectively. To obtain the last equation, we have used i
gral properties of the Bessel function.16 For a spheroid, the
z-dependent radiusr (z0) can be expressed as

r ~z0!5aA12S z0

b D 2

, ~A11!

where a and b are the semi-minor and-major axes of th
prolate spheroid, respectively. Let

u5
z0

b
, du5

dz0

b
, ~A12!

Eq. ~A10! becomes

f scat
DWBA5

k1abCb

2m r
E

21

1
A12u2J1~m rk1aA12u2!eimzk1budu

5
k1abCb

m r
E

0

1
A12u2J1~m rk1aA12u2!

3cos~mzk1bu!du. ~A13!

The result of the integral can be found in Ref. 17,

I 5E
0

1
A12u2J1~k1am rA12u2!cos~ ik1mzbu!du

5m rk1a
j 1~k1aAm r

21e2mz
2!

k1aAm r
21e2mz

2
, ~A14!

wheree5b/a is the aspect ratio of the spheroid andj 1(x) is
the spherical Bessel function of order 1. To obtain Eq.~A14!,
a conversion from the cylindrical Bessel function~taken di-
rectly from Ref. 17! to the spherical function is needed b
using the following relation:

j 1~x!5Ap

2x
J3/2~x!. ~A15!

Substituting Eqs.~A14! and ~A1! into Eq. ~A13!, the
final solution can be written as

f scat
DWBA5k1

2a3e~h2gk1cosQgr!
j 1~k1aAm r

21e2mz
2!

k1aAm r
21e2mz

2
,

~A16!

wherem r andmz are defined in Eqs.~A7! and~A1!, andQ is
the angle between incidentk̂i and scatteredk̂s waves

cosQ5cosu i cosus1sinu i sinus cos~f i2fs!. ~A17!

Although Eq.~A16! is originally derived by assuming a
prolate spheroid, it is also applicable to oblate spheroids
simply allowinge,1.
1742D. Chu and Z. Ye: Bistatic scattering
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Consider a special case of broadside incidence, in wh
u i5p/2 andf i50. If we further assume the reception is
the same plane as the incidence, we obtain

m r516sinus, mz52sinus cosfs , ~A18!

where6 signs correspond to the scattering in forward dire
tions (f50) and backward directions (f5p), respectively.
If we define a new angleus85p/27us , where7 signs cor-
respond to the scattering in forward and backward scatter
respectively, Eq.~A18! becomes

m r512cosus8, mz52cosus8 . ~A19!

whereus8 is 0 for forward scattering andp for backscatter-
ing, respectively. In addition, it can be deduced thatQ
5us8 , implying that this new angleus8 is just the angle be-
tween the incident and scattering directions as shown in
8~a! @us in the figure is equivalent tous8 in Eq. ~A19!# rang-
ing from 0 top. The DWBA representation for this speci
case is then

f scat
DWBA5k1

2a3e~h2gk1gr cosus8!

3
j 1~k1aA~12cosus8!21e2 sin2 us8!

k1aA~12cosus8!21e2 sin2 us8
. ~A20!

Specifically, fore51, Eq. ~A20! reduces to the DWBA
representation of the scattering amplitude by a fluid sphe

f scat
DWBA5k1

2a3~h2gk1gr cosus8!
j 1~2k1a sin~us8/2!!

2k1a sin~us8/2!
.

~A21!

For the simple Born approximation~BA!, Eq. ~A21! re-
duces to

f scat
BA 5k2a3~gk1gr cosus8!

j 1~2ka sin~us8/2!!

2ka sin~us8/2!
. ~A22!
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